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Works in Eyebeam’s 2014 Annual Showcase were made in-house

over the past year, by the technology and media art center’s

resident and fellowship artists. Every piece from over 20

participating artists was along the spectrum of good to great; it’s

an aberration, considering contemporary group shows generally

have just 20-40% of works that are mildly interesting. The artists’

portfolios shows a history of talent and a bent towards exploring

digital life, but most show significant development between 2012

and 2013: technical advancement; concept complexity; an effort

to create things that will improve lives. Residency at Eyebeam

generates better art, rather than just more of it.

The hit jams:

Lauren McCarthy & Kyle McDonald

Two of the three things I trust are cognitive therapy and the

Internet. (The third is alternative “medicine”.) Lauren McCarthy

and Kyle McDonald’s Us+ and pplkpr are basically real-time
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cognitive therapy without paying some guy $200/hr to role play

with me, via the Internet. Video demos/dramatizations of both

works are on view, or you can just start using Us+ in a Google chat

now. It’s the veil through which I will interact with the world with

from now on.

Us+ is a Google+ plugin that evaluates users’ facial and vocal

interactions, visualized in a sidebar. Smileys let you know when

you’re looking happy, or neutral, or frowning. Blue and yellow

bars measure each user’s behaviors (positivity, self absorption,

femininity, aggression, and honesty) relatively, which means that

if you’re being very effeminate, your partner’s femininity rating

goes down. If your partner in vid chat is somehow unconcerned

about appealing well-adjusted via a positive smiley, Us+ will

repeatedly pop up to let me know he looks sad. If you rant about

your day, Us+ pop ups remind you to not talk about yourself so

much, and if you continue holding court it mutes you. I’m dying to

crack the code on how it works and how to seem like a better

person.

pplkpr is an app for Google Glass that gives users feedback on

their interactions with others, letting you see via hieroglyphs in

the corner of your vision who’s a Toxic Tammy. Unlike knowing

how you appear to others, I think it is more obvious who makes

you feel like better than you did before hanging out. Maybe some

people need to see it before making socially exhausting choices.

pplkpr isn’t available for just anyone to use yet.

Both of these projects might be the key to being a happier, better

person, but they might be a poison apple for the end of privacy.

I’m okay with that.

Katie Torn



Katie Torn’s sculpture Dream House was exhibited at Eyebeam in

October 2013. It started with an IRL model that is filmed and

transferred into Maya, the 3D animation software. She kept

sculpting in the digital workspace, rendering the rest. Animation

moves the water and drops random objects from above, out of

frame. Filmed in the round with a virtual camera, the sculpture is

experienced on a screen in an endless loop. Still life with My Little

Pony, at the 2014 Showcase, uses nearly the same process, but

the digital sculpture is presented as a print. Actually, It’s a still life

with two Ponies: a photo of a c. 1990s saccharine cutie, and a 3D

model based on the plastic horses’ slutty new design.

Also on view is Vacation played on a LCD TV. This video is entirely

digital, as evidenced by Torn’s graphics,which look a lot like an

early-2000s video game. In the past, the core of Torn’s work was a

glossy mockery of corporations’ advertising, manipulation of

consumer habits, and their effects. Vacation, however, is an

experiment of 3D sculpture viewed in 2D, inspired by the Abstract

Expressionist sculptor David Smith. It works: the virtual camera

circling the piece closely approximates the traditional experience

of taking a lap around a sculpture, bobbing your head to

examine it at different angles. 3D software has made the

impossible a Hyperreality for Vacation:to shift, grow, change

http://vimeo.com/80417408
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/07/19/evolution-of-my-little-pony_n_3617896.html


color, to get wet. Plus, it isn’t constrained by a existing in a specific

place or a price. Vacation is as satisfying at home on my laptop as

it was in the gallery

Greg Leuch & Jiashan Wu

Greg Leuch and Jaishan Wu’s Way Back Wifi is a wifi router open

like a clam in a pile of dirt. It’s explained as comparable to reading

an old journal, a piece of hardware ephemeron representative of

Internets Past (any site that isn’t relatively fresh). They’re access

points to the Internet, a homely symbol of a huge structure that is

just networks linked to networks. Whose journal are we talking

about, though? My most memorable online experiences have

rarely been snooping through blogs or SM; and are, distressingly,

almost never participatory either---my magical moments are

mostly Wikipedia k-holes.

Collecting information is one of the Internet’s inherent qualities,

along with being a global community, an agoraphobe

shopaholic’s dream, and an evolving system that can’t be

stopped. But, there is a difference between reading wikis on

ghost ships and revisiting the Nine Inch Nails fan sites I read as a

preteen---one is history, and the other a historical document.

Reading an Angelfire site with yellow text on a black background

is an indulgence in a historical document that elicits the feeling of

“hey, remember this?”; as opposed to choosing a practical site

with the same information (Wikipedia). In instances when the

work only exists in a particular form on a single site, the

experience is much more like re-reading a favorite book than a

diary. Content has supremacy over emotions when you’re in The

http://www.flickr.com/photos/scottlynchnyc/12043327555/
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Net, and, even in these instances, the Internet so much bigger

than an individual’s experience.

Given the opportunity, I would absolutely go down my browsing

memory lane (specifically ca. 1997-2001). I’m also comfortable with

the Internet being a transient experience. Like everyday Egyptian

objects or burial accessories, the original intent of most online

content is not as objet d'art or an artifact. I get the impression that

Leuch and Wu are members of a group that sees pages as

ephemera, emulators of past systems as blessing, and original

hardware as the Holy Grail. Part of me agrees, but sentimentality

doesn’t suit the internet. Drunkenly messaging crushes from the

past is the nadir of misty-eyed browsing.
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